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Thanks to the Organizers!



No Complaints!



“Cold Dark Matter: An Exploded View” by Cornelia Parker

What is Dark Matter?



The Dark Matter Questionnaire
  Mass

  Spin

  Stable?

  Yes

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

  Quarks / Gluons?

  Leptons?

Thermal Relic?

  Yes  No

 No

Thermal Relic?



Particle Probes of DM

• All of these processes are determined by how WIMPs interact with the 
Standard Model.  They necessarily contain overlap and complementarity!

Indirect Detection
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We Need (a) Theory
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CDMS (2010/11)
EDELWEISS (2011/12)

XENON10 (2011)

XENON100 (2011)

COUPP (2012)
SIMPLE (2012)

ZEPLIN-III (2012)
CRESST-II (2012)

XENON100 (2012)
observed limit (90% CL)

Expected limit of this run: 

 expectedσ 2 ±
 expectedσ 1 ±

FIG. 3: Result on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scatter-
ing from XENON100: The expected sensitivity of this run is
shown by the green/yellow band (1�/2�) and the resulting
exclusion limit (90% CL) in blue. For comparison, other ex-
perimental limits (90% CL) and detection claims (2�) are also
shown [19–22], together with the regions (1�/2�) preferred by
supersymmetric (CMSSM) models [18].

3 PE. The PL analysis yields a p-value of � 5% for all
WIMP masses for the background-only hypothesis indi-
cating that there is no excess due to a dark matter sig-
nal. The probability that the expected background in
the benchmark region fluctuates to 2 events is 26.4% and
confirms this conclusion.

A 90% confidence level exclusion limit for spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross sections �� is calcu-
lated, assuming an isothermal WIMP halo with a lo-
cal density of ⇢� = 0.3GeV/cm3, a local circular veloc-
ity of v0 = 220 km/s, and a Galactic escape velocity of
vesc = 544 km/s [17]. Systematic uncertainties in the en-
ergy scale as described by the Le↵ parametrization of [6]
and in the background expectation are profiled out and
represented in the limit. Poisson fluctuations in the num-
ber of PEs dominate the S1 energy resolution and are
also taken into account along with the single PE resolu-
tion. The expected sensitivity of this dataset in absence
of any signal is shown by the green/yellow (1�/2�) band
in Fig. 3. The new limit is represented by the thick blue
line. It excludes a large fraction of previously unexplored
parameter space, including regions preferred by scans of
the constrained supersymmetric parameter space [18].

The new XENON100 data provide the most strin-
gent limit for m� > 8GeV/c2 with a minimum of
� = 2.0 ⇥ 10�45 cm2 at m� = 55GeV/c2. The max-
imum gap analysis uses an acceptance-corrected expo-
sure of 2323.7 kg⇥days (weighted with the spectrum of a
100GeV/c2 WIMP) and yields a result which agrees with
the result of Fig. 3 within the known systematic di↵er-
ences. The new XENON100 result continues to challenge
the interpretation of the DAMA [19], CoGeNT [20], and
CRESST-II [21] results as being due to scalar WIMP-
nucleon interactions.
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Individually, dark matter searches of all kinds put 
limits on different cross sections.  Without some 
kind of theoretical structure, we can’t compare 

them.

But we know they are all attempts to 
characterize the same thing(s)...
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Dwarf�Limits�from�4�Years�of�FermiͲLAT�Data
Alex�DrlicaͲWagner,�Stanford�Ph.D.�Thesis,�2013Preliminary gy

• Joint�likelihood�analysis�of�
15�dwarf�galaxies
• Four�years�of�FermiͲLAT�data�
included

|10 GeV
included
• Expected�sensitivity�was�
calculated�from�2000�
realistic simulationsrealistic�simulations
• The�green�and�yellow�bands,�
plus�the�dashed�curve,�
indicate�the�simulation�
results

Discrepancies�from�the�MC�
expected�limits�come�from�a�

l b l d
Preliminary!��A�publication�is�in�work,�and�

1.4V global�excess�in�data,�
dominated�by�Segue�1,�Ursa
Major�II,�and�Willman 1.
• Unresolved�background�

some�changes�are�to�be�expected.

TevPA2013 R.P.�Johnson 18

g
sources?

• Hint�of�a�signal?

Which theory to use?



Theories of 
Dark Matter
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Spectrum of  Theory Space
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Contact
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Contact Interactions
• On the “simple” end of the spectrum, we 

have theories where the dark matter may 
be the only accessible state to our 
experiments.

• This is a natural place to start, since 
effective field theory tells us that many 
theories will show common low energy 
behavior when the mediating particles 
are heavy compared to the energies 
involved.

• The drawback to a less complete theory 
is that it can’t answer every question.

• E.g. Quark interactions are 
disconnected from lepton interactions.

�

�
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q
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From Mono-jets into Direct 
Detection
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Figure 5. Inferred 90% CL ATLAS limits on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scattering. Cross
sections are shown versus WIMP mass m!. In all cases the thick solid lines are the observed
limits excluding theoretical uncertainties; the observed limits corresponding to the WIMP-parton
cross section obtained from the !1!theory lines in figure 4 are shown as thin dotted lines. The
latter limits are conservative because they also include theoretical uncertainties. The ATLAS limits
for operators involving quarks are for the four light flavours assuming equal coupling strengths
for all quark flavours to the WIMPs. For comparison, 90% CL limits from the XENON100 [70],
CDMSII [71], CoGeNT [72], CDF [19], and CMS [21] experiments are shown.

scattering cross sections is done using equations (3) to (6) of ref. [32], and the results are

shown in figures 5 and 6.6 As in ref. [32] uncertainties on hadronic matrix elements are

neglected here. The spin-independent ATLAS limits in figure 5 are particularly relevant in

the low m! region (< 10 GeV) where the XENON100 [70], CDMSII [71] or CoGeNT [72]

limits su!er from a kinematic suppression. Should DM particles couple exclusively to

gluons via D11, the collider limits would be competitive up to m! of about 20 GeV, and

remain important over almost the full m! range covered. The spin-dependent limits in

figure 6 are based on D8 and D9, where for D8 the M! limits are calculated using the D5

acceptances (as they are identical) together with D8 production cross sections. Both the

D8 and D9 cross-section limits are significantly smaller than those from direct-detection

experiments.

As in figure 4, the collider limits can be interpreted in terms of the relic abundance

6There is a typographical error in equation (5) of ref. [32] (cross sections for D8 and D9). Instead of

9.18 ! 10!40cm2 the pre-factor should be 4.7! 10!39cm2.

– 26 –

24 June 2013

Monojets

24

CMS-PAS-EXO-12-048
ATLAS-CONF-2012-147

• Limits for ADD model (n=2) : 
– ATLAS : 4.2 TeV
– CMS : 5.0 TeV

• As advertised, we can map the collider results into other 
spaces, such as the direct detection parameter space.

• This obviously relies on the theory-framework.



Annihilation
• We can also map interactions into 

predictions for WIMPs annihilating.

• For example, into continuum 
photons from a given tree level 
final state involving quarks/gluons.

• This allows us to consider bounds 
from indirect detection, and with 
assumptions, maps onto a thermal 
relic density.

• We see similar trends as were 
present in the pMSSM: Colliders do 
better for lighter WIMPs or p-wave 
annihilations whereas indirect 
detection is more sensitive to 
heavy WIMPs.

8

FIG. 2: Dark matter discovery prospects in the (m�,�/�th) plane for current and future direct detection [51],
indirect detection [52, 53], and particle colliders [54–56] for dark matter coupling to gluons [57], quarks [57,
58], and leptons [59, 60], as indicated.

rate of both spin-dependent and spin-independent direct scattering, the annihilation cross section
into quarks, gluons, and leptons, and the production rate of dark matter at colliders.

Each class of dark matter search outlined in Sec. III is sensitive to some range of the interaction
strengths for a given dark matter mass. Therefore, they are all implicitly putting a bound on the
annihilation cross section into a particular channel. Since the annihilation cross section predicts
the dark matter relic density, the reach of any experiment is thus equivalent to a fraction of the
observed dark matter density. This connection can be seen in the plots in Fig. 2, which show the
annihilation cross section normalized to the value �th, which is required1 for a thermal WIMP to
account for all of the dark matter in the Universe. If the discovery potential for an experiment with
respect to one of the interaction types reaches cross sections below �th (the horizontal dot-dashed
lines in Fig. 2), that experiment will be able to discover thermal relic dark matter that interacts
only with that standard model particle and nothing else.

If an experiment were to observe an interaction consistent with an annihilation cross section
below �th (yellow-shaded regions in Fig. 2), it would have discovered dark matter but we would infer
that the corresponding relic density is too large, and therefore there are important annihilation
channels still waiting to be observed. Finally, if an experiment were to observe a cross section
above �th (green-shaded regions in Fig. 2), it would have discovered one species of dark matter,
which, however, could not account for all of the dark matter (within this model framework), and
consequently point to other dark matter species still waiting to be discovered.

In Fig. 2, we assemble the discovery potential and current bounds for several near-term dark
matter searches that are sensitive to interactions with quarks and gluons, or leptons. It is clear
that the searches are complementary to each other in terms of being sensitive to interactions with
di↵erent standard model particles. These results also illustrate that within a given interaction type,
the reach of di↵erent search strategies depends sensitively on the dark matter mass. For example,
direct searches for dark matter are very powerful for masses around 100 GeV, but have di�culty
at very low masses, where the dark matter particles carry too little momentum to noticeably a↵ect
heavy nuclei. This region of low mass is precisely where collider production of dark matter is easiest,
since high energy collisions readily produce light dark matter particles with large momenta.

1
For non-thermal WIMPs, e.g. asymmetric DM, the annihilation cross-section does not have a naturally preferred

value, but the plots in Fig. 2 are still meaningful.

DM Complimentarity, arXiv:1305.1605

D11



Quarks & Leptons
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FIG. 2: Dark matter discovery prospects in the (m�,�/�th) plane for current and future direct detection [51],
indirect detection [52, 53], and particle colliders [54–56] for dark matter coupling to gluons [57], quarks [57,
58], and leptons [59, 60], as indicated.

rate of both spin-dependent and spin-independent direct scattering, the annihilation cross section
into quarks, gluons, and leptons, and the production rate of dark matter at colliders.

Each class of dark matter search outlined in Sec. III is sensitive to some range of the interaction
strengths for a given dark matter mass. Therefore, they are all implicitly putting a bound on the
annihilation cross section into a particular channel. Since the annihilation cross section predicts
the dark matter relic density, the reach of any experiment is thus equivalent to a fraction of the
observed dark matter density. This connection can be seen in the plots in Fig. 2, which show the
annihilation cross section normalized to the value �th, which is required1 for a thermal WIMP to
account for all of the dark matter in the Universe. If the discovery potential for an experiment with
respect to one of the interaction types reaches cross sections below �th (the horizontal dot-dashed
lines in Fig. 2), that experiment will be able to discover thermal relic dark matter that interacts
only with that standard model particle and nothing else.

If an experiment were to observe an interaction consistent with an annihilation cross section
below �th (yellow-shaded regions in Fig. 2), it would have discovered dark matter but we would infer
that the corresponding relic density is too large, and therefore there are important annihilation
channels still waiting to be observed. Finally, if an experiment were to observe a cross section
above �th (green-shaded regions in Fig. 2), it would have discovered one species of dark matter,
which, however, could not account for all of the dark matter (within this model framework), and
consequently point to other dark matter species still waiting to be discovered.

In Fig. 2, we assemble the discovery potential and current bounds for several near-term dark
matter searches that are sensitive to interactions with quarks and gluons, or leptons. It is clear
that the searches are complementary to each other in terms of being sensitive to interactions with
di↵erent standard model particles. These results also illustrate that within a given interaction type,
the reach of di↵erent search strategies depends sensitively on the dark matter mass. For example,
direct searches for dark matter are very powerful for masses around 100 GeV, but have di�culty
at very low masses, where the dark matter particles carry too little momentum to noticeably a↵ect
heavy nuclei. This region of low mass is precisely where collider production of dark matter is easiest,
since high energy collisions readily produce light dark matter particles with large momenta.

1
For non-thermal WIMPs, e.g. asymmetric DM, the annihilation cross-section does not have a naturally preferred

value, but the plots in Fig. 2 are still meaningful.

DM Complimentarity, arXiv:1305.1605D8

D5-like



?

“s-channel” mediators are not protected by the WIMP 
stabilization symmetry.  They can couple to SM particles 
directly, and their masses can be larger or smaller than 

the WIMP mass itself.

“t-channel” mediators are 
protected by the WIMP 

stabilization symmetry.  They 
must couple at least one WIMP as 

well as some number of  SM 
particles.  Their masses are 

greater than the WIMP mass (or 
else the WIMP would just decay 

into them).

How Effective a Theory?

Where things can go wrong, and 
by how much, depends on the 

UV-completion.

We’re just now starting to really 
understand this quantitatively.  

One of the major developments 
that this workshop puts into 
perspective is this program!



A Composite WIMP?
• Even when EFTs are only constraining 

rather strongly coupled theories, they 
say something interesting about 
(perhaps exotic) DM theories.

• If the dark matter is a (neutral) 
confined bound state (confined by 
some dark gauge force, say) of colored 
mediators, we should expect its 
coupling to quarks and gluons to be 
represented by higher dimensional 
operators whose strength is 
characterized by the new confinement 
scale. 

• Bounds on EFTs constrain the new 
confinement scale -- the “radius” of 
the DM.

�

Colored Constituents

⇤ or M⇤



From Contact Interactions to 
Simplified Models

• LHC energies can call into question the 
contact interaction approximation, we can 
expand our level of detail toward simplified 
models.

• For example, a singlet fermion WIMP 
interacting with quarks can be resolved into a 
model with the WIMP and a color triplet 
scalar.

• We heard a lot about these kinds of theories 
yesterday from Spencer, Yang, and Hao.

q

q~

χ~

Of course, we can also consider a 
wider variety of WIMP properties 
and mediators and get away from 

MSSM-like theories.



Simple-fied Model
• This is a simplified model we already 

use to interpret searches at the LHC.

• The current version has 3 parameters: 
mχ, mq, and the LHC production σ.

• To make this useful to connect to 
(in)direct searches we should trade 
these for: mχ, mq, and g.  

• Collider production can be computed in 
terms of these quantities.  There are 
interesting differences between, e.g. 
Majorana and Dirac WIMPs.  

• We can also map them into the direct/
indirect parameter spaces (and the 
other way as well!).

~

~

q

q~

χ~
g
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Dirac:  dominated by 
Xenon100 SI bounds

But LHC can exclude some 
parameter space

Majorana: 
dominated by 
LHC bounds!

Majorana DM

uR Model: Results
Dirac DM DiFranzo, Nagao, Rajaraman, Tait

arXiv:1308.2679

~

There are interesting differences that 
arise even from very simple changes, 

like considering a Majorana compared 
to a Dirac DM particle.

(And see the talks by Spencer, Yang, and Hao 
yesterday for other ways to present the 

parameter space.)



The Most Complete Theory

Cahill-Rowley et al, 1305.6921

LSP as DM and, more generally, the pMSSM itself. We remind the reader that this is an
ongoing analysis and that several future updates will be made to what we present here before
completion. In particular, the LHC analyses will require updating to include more results at
8 TeV along with our extrapolations to 14 TeV. While these are important pieces to the DM
puzzle it is our expectation that the addition of these new LHC results will only strengthen
the important conclusions based on the existing analyses to be discussed below.

102 103

m(�̃0
1) (GeV)

10�17

10�15

10�13

10�11

10�9

10�7

10�5

R
·�

S
I

(p
b)

XENON1T
Survives DD, ID, and LHC
Excluded by LHC but not DD or ID

Excluded by DD and ID
Excluded by ID but not DD
Excluded by DD but not ID

Figure 9: Comparisons of the models surviving or being excluded by the various searches in
the LSP mass-scaled SI cross section plane as discussed in the text. The SI XENON1T line
is shown as a guide to the eye.

Fig. 9 shows the survival and exclusion rates resulting from the various searches and
their combinations in the LSP mass-scaled SI cross section plane. In the upper left panel
we compare these for the combined direct detection (DD = XENON1T + COUPP500) and
indirect detection (ID = Fermi + CTA) DM searches. Here we see that 11% (15%) of the
models are excluded by ID but not DD (excluded by DD but not ID) while 8% are excluded

17

• On the “complete” end of the 
spectrum is our favorite theory: 
the MSSM.

• Reasonable phenomenological 
models have ~20 parameters, 
leading to rich and varied visions 
for dark matter.

• This plot shows a scan of the 
`pMSSM’ parameter space by the 
SLAC group, in the plane of the 
WIMP mass versus the SI cross 
section.

• Ahmed told us about the pMSSM 
scans earlier this morning, and how 
indirect, direct, and collider 
searches complement each other.



These Plots are Not the Point

(But they are a lot of fun!)
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Figure 5. Inferred 90% CL ATLAS limits on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scattering. Cross
sections are shown versus WIMP mass m!. In all cases the thick solid lines are the observed
limits excluding theoretical uncertainties; the observed limits corresponding to the WIMP-parton
cross section obtained from the !1!theory lines in figure 4 are shown as thin dotted lines. The
latter limits are conservative because they also include theoretical uncertainties. The ATLAS limits
for operators involving quarks are for the four light flavours assuming equal coupling strengths
for all quark flavours to the WIMPs. For comparison, 90% CL limits from the XENON100 [70],
CDMSII [71], CoGeNT [72], CDF [19], and CMS [21] experiments are shown.

scattering cross sections is done using equations (3) to (6) of ref. [32], and the results are

shown in figures 5 and 6.6 As in ref. [32] uncertainties on hadronic matrix elements are

neglected here. The spin-independent ATLAS limits in figure 5 are particularly relevant in

the low m! region (< 10 GeV) where the XENON100 [70], CDMSII [71] or CoGeNT [72]

limits su!er from a kinematic suppression. Should DM particles couple exclusively to

gluons via D11, the collider limits would be competitive up to m! of about 20 GeV, and

remain important over almost the full m! range covered. The spin-dependent limits in

figure 6 are based on D8 and D9, where for D8 the M! limits are calculated using the D5

acceptances (as they are identical) together with D8 production cross sections. Both the

D8 and D9 cross-section limits are significantly smaller than those from direct-detection

experiments.

As in figure 4, the collider limits can be interpreted in terms of the relic abundance

6There is a typographical error in equation (5) of ref. [32] (cross sections for D8 and D9). Instead of

9.18 ! 10!40cm2 the pre-factor should be 4.7! 10!39cm2.
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• Limits for ADD model (n=2) : 
– ATLAS : 4.2 TeV
– CMS : 5.0 TeV
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Discovery Mindset

Enectali Figueroa-Feliciano / TeVPA 2013 / UC Irvine

Has the LHC Ruled this region out?

• LHC rules out contact interactions between χ and SM particles with 
heavy mediators.

• For light mediators, solutions exist that evade all bounds (see for 
example arXiv:1305.6609).

arXiv:1305.6609

Mχ = 8.6 GeV/c2

Scalar mediator mass

Iso-spin
preserving

Iso-spin
violating

Cotta, Rajaraman, 
TMPT, Wijangco

‘Light’ Dark Matter
• Some possible signals 

of dark matter with 
mass

• What might this imply 
for LHC searches?
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! NR threshold

CDMS-Si: m = 8.6 GeV/c2, !SI = 1.9 "10#41 cm2

CoGeNT: m = 8.2 GeV/c2, !SI = 3.2 "10#41 cm2

FIG. 2. The e�ciency-corrected WIMP-search energy spec-
trum is shown in keVnr, and compared with expected rates for
WIMPs with the most likely masses and cross sections sug-
gested by the analysis of CoGeNT [8] and CDMS II Si [10]
data (dashed curves). Note that the k = 0.157 Lindhard yield
model was used to convert from an electron-equivalent to a
nuclear-recoil-equivalent energy scale. The 170 eVee ioniza-
tion threshold translates to 841 eVnr (amber dot-dashed line).
The 1.3 keVee activation line appears at ⇠ 5.3 keVnr.

mass A:

Y (Enr(keV)) = k
g(")

1 + g(")
, (4)

with g(") = 3"0.15 + 0.7"0.6 + ", " = 11.5Enr(keV)Z�7/3

and k = 0.133Z2/3A�1/2. This gives k = 0.157 for a
germanium target. The constant k is sometimes ad-
justed by experimenters to fit measurements. Though
other yield models, including simple power-law fits to
data, have been used elsewhere [8, 37], we have carried
out our conversion to nuclear-recoil equivalent using the
standard Lindhard model, as recommended by Barker
and Mei [22]. The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 2
with examples of expected rates from two WIMP models.

The region of interest used for limiting possible signal
events from light WIMP scatters is between the 170 eVee

analysis threshold and 7 keVee. A 90% C.L. upper limit
on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section as
a function of WIMP mass is calculated using the “opti-
mum interval” method [38], using standard assumptions
of a WIMP mass density of 0.3 GeV/c2/cm3, a most
probable WIMP velocity with respect to the galaxy of
220 km/s, a mean circular velocity of the Earth with re-
spect to the galactic center of 232 km/s, a galactic escape
velocity of 544 km/s, and the Helm form factor [3].

As shown in Fig. 3, this analysis limits new WIMP
parameter space for WIMP masses < 6 GeV/c2 and rules

CDMSlite (This result)
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FIG. 3. The 90% upper confidence limit from the data pre-
sented here are shown with exclusion limits from other ex-
periments. These are grouped as Ge bolometers in blue:
CDMS II Ge regular (dot-dash) [39], CDMS II Ge low thresh-
old (solid) [40], EDELWEISS II low threshold (dash) [37];
point-contact Ge detectors in purple: TEXONO (dash) [41],
CDEX (dot-dash) [42]; liquid Xenon in red: XENON100 (dot-
dash) [43], XENON10 S2 only (dash) [44]; and other technolo-
gies in magenta: Low threshold reanalysis of CRESST II data
(dot-dash) [45], PICASSO (dash) [46]. The contours are from
CDMS II Si (light and dark gray correspond to 68% and 90%
CL regions respectively) [10], CRESST II (blue) [9], DAMA
(orange) [6, 7], CoGeNT (pink) [8].

out portions of both the CDMS II Si [10] and CoGeNT [8]
contours. The CDMS II Si results had 3WIMP candidate
events in ⇠140 kg-days, with an expected background of
⇠ 0.5 events. CoGeNT had an exposure of ⇠ 807 kg-days
and performed a background subtraction for their results.
These CDMSlite limits were obtained with a small net
exposure of ⇠ 6 kg-days, minimal e�ciency corrections,
and no background subtraction.

It is important to understand the systematic e↵ect on
our results due to possible inaccuracy in the assumed
Lindhard ionization-yield model. The choice of a di↵er-
ent yield model systematically changes the nuclear-recoil
energy scale, and therefore the interpretation of the data
as a limit on the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section.
Figure 4 shows the limits recomputed for four di↵erent
yield models that bracket the measured data for germa-
nium [22]. A low-ionization Lindhard-like model with
k = 0.1 and a high-yield model with k = 0.2 are shown,
along with the functional form used by the CoGeNT col-
laboration [8], to demonstrate the e↵ect of this system-
atic. The e↵ect of the di↵erent yield models is mostly a
shift of the limit curve along the WIMP-mass axis. Thus,
for masses above 6 GeV/c2, where the curve is relatively
flat, the e↵ect is rather small. For lighter WIMP masses,
the systematic uncertainty in yield does produce a no-

CDMSlite Agnese et al.

2

conserving). Relaxing this assumption can decrease the
sensitivity to dark matter for specific experiments. For
example, if fn = �0.7fp, xenon-based experiments will
have extremely low sensitivity to dark matter compared
to the germanium- and silicon-based targets [15–18]. As-
suming an isospin-conserving SI interaction, the CDMS-
Si result is compatible with a dark matter-nucleon cross
section of approximately ⇠ 2⇥ 10�41 cm2. In Fig. 1, we
plot the SI bounds from XENON-100 [19], XENON10
S2-only analysis [7] and CDMS-Ge [20], as well as the
regions compatible with the reported events in CoGeNT
[3, 4, 21], CDMS-Si [1] , and DAMA-LIBRA [2] (assum-
ing a quenching factor of QNa = 0.25, as in Ref. [22]).
CRESST-II also reports excess events in broad agree-
ment with light dark matter [5, 23], though a possible
unresolved background could impact these results [24].
As the light nuclei in CRESST-II (oxygen and calcium)
do not have significant abundances of non-zero spin iso-
topes, we do not include this result in our study.

FIG. 1: Spin-independent nucleon cross section as a
function of dark matter mass m�, assuming

isospin-conserving interactions. Upper bounds are
reported by XENON100 [19] (black line), XENON10 S2
[7] (black dashed line) and CDMS-II germanium [20]
(purple line). Regions compatible with the events seen
in CoGeNT [3, 4, 21], CDMS-Si [1], and DAMA-LIBRA
(assuming QNa = 0.25 [21, 22]) are shown in red (90%
and 99% contours), blue (68% and 90% contours), and

yellow (90% and 99% contours) respectively.

A spin dependent interaction couples to the total spin
of the nucleus. However, as nucleon spins are typically
paired, there is no large boost to the nuclear SD cross
section comparable to the A2 enhancement that SI inter-
actions receive. Instead, the cross section couples to the
total nuclear spin J , which is zero unless there is an un-
paired nucleon. Even for such cases, J is usually small.

The elastic SD nuclear cross section is

�SD(ER) = µ2[aphSpi+ anhSni]2
J + 1

J
. (3)

Here, ap and an encode the proton and neutron couplings,
respectively, and depend on the assumed dark matter
microphysics. hSP i and hSni are the spin expectation
values for the proton and neutron groups in the nucleus.2

To compare limits and signals across experiments, �SD

can be converted into an e↵ective proton or neutron cross
section using

�SD
p,n =

3

4

J

J + 1

µ2
p,n

µ2

�SD

hSp,ni2
. (4)

This assumes that the interactions proceeds solely
through ap or an, but not both.
In Table I, we list the the isotopes used in the rele-

vant dark matter direct detection experiments that are
sensitive to spin dependent interactions, along with their
abundance, nuclear spin, and hSp,ni values. Only a small
fraction of the silicon and germanium targets are relevant
for SD scattering. It should be emphasized that the ex-
pectation values of the nuclear spins are extracted from
theoretical calculations. It is therefore not implausible
that the true values of hSp,ni di↵er from the ones used
in this work (see, for example, the change in xenon hSi
calculated using di↵erent models in Refs. [26, 27]).

Isotope Abundance J hSpi hSni
19F [28] 100% 1

2 0.441 -0.109
23Na [26] 100% 3

2 0.248 0.020
29Si [28] 4.7% 1

2 -0.002 0.130
73Ge [28] 7.8% 9

2 0.030 0.378
127I [26] 100% 5

2 0.309 0.075
129Xe [27] 26.4% 1

2 0.010 0.329
131Xe [27] 21.2% 3

2 -0.009 -0.272

TABLE I: The isotopes in direct detection experiments
sensitive to SD interactions, along with their relative

abundance, spin J , and theoretical hSpi and hSni values
[29]. The references for the spin expectation values are

included in the first column.

Working with the available values of hSp,ni, we use
Eqs. (2)-(4) to convert the published spin independent
nucleon cross section limits and signal regions from Co-
GeNT, CDMS-Si, CDMS-Ge, and DAMA/LIBRA into
an equivalent spin dependent cross section assuming cou-
pling to either protons or neutrons. For DAMA/LIBRA,
there are two regions in the mass vs. SI cross section plane
that are consistent with the observed modulation. The

2 An alternative formulation, in terms of isoscalar and isovector
couplings, is equivalent. See Refs. [5, 25].

3

FIG. 2: Spin-dependent proton cross section as a
function of dark matter mass m�, assuming interactions

solely with protons. The DAMA/LIBRA region
assumes 100% scattering with sodium. PICASSO and
COUPP limits are also shown, with all other labeling as

in Fig. 1.

low mass region visible in Fig. 1 is the result of scattering
from the lighter sodium atoms, and we use the sodium
nuclear properties to translate into a SD region. The re-
sults are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, along with the published
XENON100 bounds from Ref. [8].3 Fig. 2 also shows the
limits on SD-proton coupling from the PICASSO [31] and
COUPP collaborations [32]. For these two experiments,
we convert the SD proton cross sections to an equivalent
�SD
n using the values of hSp,ni for fluorine in Table I. The

results are shown in Fig. 3.
As can be seen from these figures, the best fit regions

of CDMS-Si and CoGeNT coincide when the scattering
proceeds exclusively through neutrons, and not if it goes
through protons only. Both the XENON100 and PI-
CASSO bounds are in conflict with the signal regions in
the neutron scattering. As with SI scattering, one could
appeal to possible deviations from the assumed Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution of dark matter [33] or accidental
cancellations in xenon through isospin violating couplings
[15–18] in order to relax this tension. Note that to can-
cel the XENON100 bounds through isospin violation, we
would require ap/an ⇠ �30, and PICASSO would require
ap/an ⇠ 4. It is unclear whether either of these scenarios
can be realized in realistic models of dark matter while
avoiding all all other experimental bounds. The possible

3 As a cross-check of our conversion from SI to SD cross sections,
we verified that we reproduce the SD results of Refs. [8] and [30]
using the published SI XENON100 [19] and SI CDMS-Ge data
[20]. Although we find a weaker bound on �SI

n than reported by
XENON100, we plot their published results in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3: Spin-dependent neutron cross section as a
function of dark matter mass m�, assuming interactions

solely with neutrons. Labeling as in Fig. 2.

issues concerning XENON100 sensitivity to low energy
recoils would also be relevant to the SD case as they are
in SI (see e.g. Refs. [34–39]). Beyond these uncertain-
ties which are present in both SD and SI interpretations
of the experimental results, it is possible that additional
uncertainties from the calculation of hSp,ni are relevant.
Further work on the astrophysical and experimental un-
certainties is necessary to determine whether all results
can be brought into agreement.
The DAMA/LIBRA regions appear to be incon-

sistent with the CoGeNT and CDMS-Si regions in
both the neutron- and proton-only scattering. How-
ever, the DAMA/LIBRA regions are low compared to
CoGeNT/CDMS-Si for �SD

p and high when the scattering
is through �SD

n . A dark matter coupling to both proton
and neutrons can move these regions into closer align-
ment. For example, an = ap brings all the best-fit regions
of all three experiments into close agreement. However
such a model would be in conflict with the strong bounds
on SD proton scattering from XENON100, PICASSO,
and COUPP.
Spin dependent interactions require much larger cross

sections with nucleons than required in SI scattering. If
we assume that this interaction is mediated by an e↵ec-
tive operator [40], the collider-based searches for mono-
jets [40–44] and mono-W/Z/� [45–50] place significant
bounds on the mass scale suppressing such interactions.
It is possible that such constraints may require any model
that attempts to explain the possible light dark matter
signal in terms of SD scattering to include either dark
sectors or light mediators. Further bounds on dark mat-
ter with large cross sections also exist from dark matter
capture and annihilation in the Sun, which can constrain
the final states that such dark matter could annihilate
into [51, 52]. More study is required to determine which,

Buckley & Lippencott 1306.2349
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Relic Density

A theory framework is going to be 
essential if we are ever going to 
believe a claim of DM discovery.

Simplified Model with Scalar 
Mediator

Some similarities with what I think 
“Marcela” will show us today...



Outlook 
• The move from theoretical descriptions of dark matter that attempts to 

characterize its properties from “dark matter as a side effect” is healthy 
(perhaps essential) development.

• Theories can be understood in context based on where they lie along an 
axis defining how complete they are:

• Fully complete models can answer any question satisfactorily, but we 
worry that they may be so well-formed as to be getting some of the 
details wrong.

• Simplified models will probably miss important correlations between 
observables, but try to capture some set of signals accurately to LHC 
energies (and beyond).

• Effective theories are the (universal) heavy limit of simplified models, but 
we must always worry whether they capture the physics at the energy 
scales of interest.

• All of these are interesting frameworks, and could very well lead to 
discoveries!



Outlook 
• There are still interesting directions to explore!

• In terms of formulating model-frameworks:

• EFTs with quarks and gluons for singlet DM are well-established.  
Leptons are fairly easily extrapolated and work to describe weak (& 
Higgs) bosons is well-underway (motivated in part by the Fermi line 
‘signal’).

• We have simplified models to describe simple colored mediators.  
Together with the Z’-like and scalar mediators, we have a handful of 
simplified models with a (reasonably) small set of parameters to play 
with.

• We heard that leptons are underway as well.  

• There are still directions worth exploring connecting to Higgs or weak 
bosons.

• Fully realized models should march forward, limited by our imaginations.



Outlook 
• We have made a lot of progress in terms of understanding the existing 

model frameworks:

• pMSSM scans characterize the MSSM parameter space to a degree that 
(finally!) makes many of us comfortable.

• Can we realize a pNMSSM?  Do we want something else as well?

• We have seen at this workshop:

• Explorations of the range of validity of the EFTs

• Higher order corrections: mixing operators and improving the 
accuracy of predictions.

• Exploration of new signals such as (s)razor and heavy flavor

• We still have directions to explore: e.g. flavor constraints

• We would like to understand the simplified models at the same level!

• Most importantly, we have beautiful experimental work that extends the 
reach and depth of our understanding of the properties of dark matter!
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